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A B S T R A C T

For successful communication, we need to understand the external world consistently with others. This task requires sufficiently similar cognitive schemas or psychological perspectives that act as filters to guide the selection, interpretation and storage of sensory information, perceptual objects and events. Here we show that when individuals adopt a similar psychological perspective during natural viewing, their brain activity becomes synchronized in specific brain regions. We measured brain activity with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) from 33 healthy participants who viewed a 10-min movie twice, assuming once a ‘social’ (detective) and once a ‘non-social’ (interior decorator) perspective to the movie events. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to derive multisubject voxelwise similarity measures (inter-subject correlations; ISCs) of functional MRI data. We used k-nearest-neighbor and support vector machine classifiers as well as a Mantel test on the ISC matrices to reveal brain areas wherein ISC predicted the participants’ current perspective. ISC was stronger in several brain regions—most robustly in the parahippocampal gyrus, posterior parietal cortex and lateral occipital cortex—when the participants viewed the movie with similar rather than different perspectives. Synchronization was not explained by differences in visual sampling of the movies, as estimated by eye gaze. We propose that synchronous brain activity across individuals adopting similar psychological perspectives could be an important neural mechanism supporting shared understanding of the environment.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).

Introduction

Shared understanding between people requires a certain degree of similarity in perception and interpretation of external events, both related to social situations and to physical environment. Top-down cognitive processing modes or psychological perspectives adopted toward external events greatly influence how we interpret the world (Moll and Meltzoff, 2011). For example, a referee calling a last-minute penalty kick in the Champions League final may be perceived as unfair and incompetent by supporters of the penalized team, while the supporters of the opposing team will praise the referee’s accurate reading of the game (see, e.g., Hastorf and Cantril, 1954). In behavioral studies, sharing of the opposing team will praise the referee’s accurate reading of the incompetent by supporters of the penalized team, while the supporters of the penalized team will criticize the referee’s inaccurate reading of the competent by supporters of the penalized team. However, it remains unclear to what extent the shifts in sensitivity to various objects and features in the external world, thereby aiding the interpretation of the experienced events and the selection of appropriate actions. Accordingly, the interpretation of a scene and the corresponding brain activity go hand-in-hand. For example, activity in the fusiform face area is stronger when the ambiguous Rubin’s vase–face illusion is perceived as opposing faces rather than a vase (Andrews et al., 2002; Hasson et al., 2001). Moreover, directing attention to specific objects in dynamic visual scenes shapes both brain responses to those objects and the related semantic categories (Çukur et al., 2013). Similar mechanisms may underlie directing of attention to task-relevant sensory information during psychological perspective taking. However, it remains unclear to what extent the shifts in sensitivity to various objects and features in the incoming sensory streams are shared among individuals during perception of naturalistic scenes.
During prolonged naturalistic stimulation, such as movie viewing, brain activity becomes synchronized across individuals in the time scale of a few seconds, both in early sensory cortices and in brain areas involved in higher-order vision and attention (Hasson et al., 2004; Jääskeläinen et al., 2008; Malinen et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2008). Such brain-region specific inter-subject synchronization of hemodynamic activity could be an important neural mechanism that supports sharing of psychological perspectives with others, as it may reflect the similarity of information processing across individuals. Recent evidence supports this notion by showing that mental action simulation increases the across-participants synchrony of brain activity in the action–observation network (Nummenmaa et al., 2014).

In the present study, we directly tested the hypothesis that sharing a psychological perspective with others enhances synchronization of brain activity across subjects, and that the degree of brain synchronization between two individuals could be used to predict the perspective they are taking. Participants viewed a 10-min movie segment twice, assuming a different psychological perspective on the two runs. We replicated the results in two experiments using independent subject populations and different functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanners. We show that inter-subject synchronization of brain activity, particularly in the lateral occipital cortex, parahippocampal gyrus and posterior parietal cortex, allows classifying whether two participants viewed the movie from the same or different perspectives. The results thus suggest that synchronous brain activation across individuals supports shared understanding of the environment.

Material and methods

Participants

The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Hospital District of Helsinki–Uusimaa, and each subject signed an ethics-committee-approved informed consent form prior to participation. In Experiment 1 twenty healthy volunteers (13 males, 7 females; 3 left-handed; mean age 27 years, range 21–38) participated in the experiment. One additional participant was scanned but was excluded from the analyses due to excessive head motion (relative displacement > voxel size) during fMRI scanning. Eye-movements were recorded in a separate session outside of the scanner from independent subjects. To control for potential differences in viewing behavior inside vs. outside of the fMRI scanner and to be able to directly model the effects of subject-specific eye movements on brain activation, we ran Experiment 2 with 13 additional subjects (8 females; 1 left-handed; mean age 27 years, range 22–34) whose eye gaze was tracked during the fMRI. One additional subject was scanned but was excluded from the analyses due to misunderstanding of the instructions. None of the participants reported a history of neurological or psychiatric disease and they were not currently taking medication affecting the central nervous system.

Experimental design

The participants watched the first 10 min of an episode of the television series Desperate Housewives (Season 1, Episode 15, Cherry Alley Productions, 2005; original English soundtrack with no subtitles) twice during fMRI. All participants of the two experiments were fluent in English and understood the dialog without subtitles. In the fMRI experiment, the stimuli were delivered using the Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany, California, USA). The video was back-projected on a semitransparent screen using a 3-micromirror data projector (Christie X3, Christie Digital Systems Ltd., Mönchengladbach, Germany), and from there via a mirror to the subject. In Experiment 2 the setup was otherwise similar except that the projector was replaced by a Panasonic PT-DZ110X projector (Panasonic Corporation, Osaka, Japan). Auditory stimulation was delivered using the UNIDES ADU2a audio system (Unides Design, Helsinki, Finland) via plastic tubes through porous EAR-tip (Etymotic Research, ER3, IL, USA) earplugs. For the last 10 subjects of Experiment 2, the auditory stimuli were delivered through Sensometrics S14 insert earphones (Sensometrics Corporation, Malden, Massachusetts, USA) due to equipment update at the imaging site. Sound intensity was adjusted individually to be comfortable but loud enough to be heard over the scanner noise.

Prior to watching the episode, the participants were given written instructions regarding the psychological perspective they should adopt while watching the movie for the first time (see Fig. 1A). Initially, half of the subjects were instructed to assume a ‘social’ perspective of a forensic detective whose task was to solve which one of the persons appearing in the movie was the murderer. In contrast, the other half...
of the subjects was instructed to assume a ‘non-social’ perspective of an interior decorator whose task was to redesign the interiors and exteriors seen in the episode (see the Appendix for the full instruction). All participants were encouraged to view the movie according to their designated perspective, and the instructions emphasized that after the experiment the subjects would need to respond to questions related to their task. The initial perspective-taking instructions were shown for 30 s at the beginning of the scanning session. After the experiment ended, the participants were instructed to switch their perspective: those who initially assumed the role of a detective were now to assume the role of a decorator and vice versa. Finally, the participants watched the movie again from this new perspective. Thus, the total task lasted for 20 min. To disentangle the effects of the perspective-taking task from differences between subject groups, we collapsed the first and the second viewing in the analysis. After the fMRI session, the participants completed a form that measured the success of perspective taking and perspective taking behavior during the two perspectives.

fMRI acquisition and preprocessing

MR imaging was performed at the Advanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging Centre at Aalto University. In Experiment 1, the data were acquired with a General Electric Signa 3-Tesla MRI scanner (GE Healthcare Ltd., Chalfont St Giles, UK) with Excite upgrade using a 16-channel receiving head coil (MR Instruments Inc., MN, USA). Anatomical images were acquired using a T1-weighted sequence (Spoiled gradient echo pulse sequence, preparation time 300 ms, TR 10 ms, TE 4.6 ms, flip angle 15°, scan time 313 s, 1 mm³ resolution). Whole-brain functional data were acquired with T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal contrast (TR 2000 ms, TE 32 ms, flip angle 90°, FOV 220 mm, 64 × 64 matrix, 4.0-mm slice thickness with 1-mm gap between slices, 29 interleaved oblique slices acquired in ascending order covering the whole brain).

In Experiment 2, the brain-imaging data were acquired with a 3 T Siemens MAGNETOM Skyra (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), using a standard 20-channel receiving head-neck coil. Anatomical images were acquired using a T1-weighted MPRAGE pulse sequence (TR 2530 ms, TE 3.3 ms, TI 1100 ms, flip angle 7°, 256 × 256 matrix, 176 sagittal slices, 1-mm³ resolution). Whole-brain functional data were acquired with T2*-weighted EPI sequence sensitive to the BOLD contrast. Imaging parameters for the functional images were similar to those in Experiment 1 with the exception that there were no gaps between the slices and that 32–36 slices were collected to ensure whole-brain coverage. A total of 660 images were acquired in both experiments. The first 13 volumes were discarded to allow for equilibration of the magnetization and to exclude brain activity recorded during the time when the subjects were reading the instructions for the upcoming task.

Standard preprocessing steps were applied to the data using the FSL software (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk): The EPI images were realigned to the middle slice by rigid body transformations to correct for head movements. EPI and structural images were co-registered and normalized to the T1 standard template in MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) – International Consortium for Brain mapping) using linear transformations with 9 degrees of freedom, high-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 0.01 Hz, and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8-mm FWHM.

Self-reports

After the fMRI experiment, the participants of the fMRI experiment completed a questionnaire regarding their perspective-taking behavior. Using a 5-point Likert scale they rated (i) how easy it was to adopt each perspective, and (ii) how much they focused on task-relevant movie features (social perspective: faces, speech, body language, characters’ intentions, characters’ appearance; non-social perspective: furniture, furnishing, details of the rooms, condition of the houses, condition of the gardens). The subjects also wrote short freeform accounts on how they adopted each perspective. In Experiment 2, the subjects were additionally asked to describe what particular details they found important for the different perspectives.

Eye-gaze recording

In Experiment 1, eye gaze was recorded in a separate session from 31 independent subjects (all male, mean age 25 yrs, range 19–38). The design was identical to that in the fMRI experiment with the following exceptions: Eye gaze was recorded with an Eyelink 1000 eye tracker (SR Research, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada; sampling rate 1000 Hz, spatial accuracy better than 0.5°, with a 0.01° resolution in the pupil-tracking mode). A nine-point calibration and validation was completed prior to the experiment. Saccade detection was performed using a velocity threshold of 30°/s and an acceleration threshold of 4000°/s². The movie was broken down into nine segments, and eye-tracker drift was corrected at the beginning of each segment.

In Experiment 2, we gathered the eye gaze data with similar equipment and parameters but this time during fMRI scanning so that the 10-min video clip was shown in its entirety and the eye tracker was calibrated only once before the experiment. Due to technical difficulties, the eye-tracking data were lost from two subjects so that 11 subjects (6 females) were included in the eye-gaze analysis. Because the experiment was relatively long and no intermediate drift correction was performed, we retrospectively corrected the mean effect of the drift. We first calculated the mean of all fixation locations over the entire experiment (both perspectives) for each subject, and then rigidly shifted the fixation distributions so that the mean fixation location coincided with the grand mean fixation location over all subjects.

fMRI data analysis

Inter-subject synchronization of brain activity

To analyze the similarity of brain activity across participants in each experimental condition, we computed group-mean ISC maps over all pairs of subjects when they (i) shared the decorator perspective, (ii) shared the detective perspective, and (iii) when they had mismatching perspectives (i.e., subject pairs where one subject was viewing from the detective and the other subject from the decorator perspective). ISC matrices were obtained for each brain voxel by calculating all pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) of the voxel time courses across the participants and conditions, resulting in 780 (i.e. 20 subjects in both perspectives compared with all other subjects in both perspectives) unique pairwise r-values for each voxel in Experiment 1 and 325 pairwise values per voxel in Experiment 2. To test the statistical significance of the resulting ISC maps, we performed a non-parametric permutation test for r statistic by randomly circularly shifting each subject’s time course and calculating r statistic 1,000,000 times. For visualization, we selected the maximum observed value in the null distribution as the threshold of significant ISC. Finally, the ISC’s were also calculated in 10-sample sliding windows.

Testing for mean ISC differences across perspectives

Differences between the ISC maps in the detective and decorator conditions were compared using permutation testing based on the Pearson–Filon sum statistics on Fisher’s Z-transformed correlation coefficients (ZPF statistics) as implemented in the ISC toolbox (Kauppi et al., 2014). The ZPF statistics were derived from the r-values by first applying the Fisher’s Z-transform and then calculating their transformed difference between the perspectives for each subject pair (Kauppi et al., 2010; Raghu Nathan et al., 1996). The group-level statistics were then estimated as the sum of the ZPF statistics over the subject pairs. Thus, the sum statistic corresponds to the sum of the pairwise
differences of ISC strength across perspectives. To estimate the statistical significance of mean ISC difference across perspectives, the maximum and minimum sum statistics were sampled with 25,000 random permutations of the group labels of each pair. The maximum (minimum) statistics were sampled to estimate the largest differences that would be observed by chance over the entire brain between randomly shuffled groups, thus controlling for the family-wise error (FWE) rate as implemented in the ISC toolbox.

Classifying participants with same vs. different perspectives from the ISC matrices

To directly test our hypothesis that viewing the movie from a similar perspective increases the ISC of brain activity compared with watching it from different perspectives (i.e. the activity is consistent within a perspective but different across perspectives) we calculated the contrast of within-perspective ISCs (pairs where both subjects shared the same perspective) vs. across-perspective ISCs (pairs where one subject assumed the decorator and another the detective perspective or vice versa) using the Mantel test (Mantel, 1967) based on the correlation of the upper triangle entries of the correlation matrix with a template matrix (Fig. 1B). The statistical significance of the results was estimated by recalculating the correlations with 1,000,000 random permutations of the ISC matrix of randomly selected voxels.

Finally, to reveal how well the two perspectives could be separated from each other based on the activity time courses of single voxels, we used (i) a k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) classifier (Fix and Hodges, 1951) based on ISC matrices of individual voxels (Fig. 1C) with odd k-values from 1 to 31, and (ii) a linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) based on the Euclidean distance of the standardized BOLD time courses, and leave-one-out cross-validation approach at each voxel to find brain areas that separated the perspectives significantly better compared with the mean of 1,000,000 random classifications.1 Because kNN classifiers can be sensitive to noise, especially with low k-values (Mitchell et al., 2004), the mean classification accuracy over all k-values was used to reveal time points where the classification was successful, yet unaffected by the chosen k-value. We further required that the areas should show significantly above-chance classification with at least half of the selected k-values. To confirm the reliability of the results, the kNN-classifier was also run separately on the data of the two experiments. To compare the results to the moment-to-moment classification accuracy of eye-tracking data, the classifier was trained and tested in sliding windows (length of 10 samples) to reveal which time windows showed best classification accuracies.

Eye-gaze analysis

Subject-wise fixation heatmaps were generated by modeling each fixation as a Gaussian function with mu of fixation’s Cartesian coordinate and sigma of approximately 1° (i.e., full-width-at-half-maximum is approximately 2.35°) and multiplied with fixation duration. Subject-wise fixation distributions across perspectives were compared with two-sample t-tests. Mean saccade amplitudes and fixation durations were computed for each condition. Finally, we measured the degree of temporal inter-subject synchronization of eye movements by dividing the movie into 2-s time-windows, corresponding to the TR used in fMRI. These 2-s windows thus allowed a potentially different fixation order of the same spatial locations between participants during the time windows. Next, a mean spatial inter-subject correlation of the fixation heatmaps (inter-subject correlation of eye gaze, eyeISC; Nummenmaa et al., 2014) was computed for each time window. To calculate the spatial correlation, the fixation heatmaps were reshaped to vectors and the Pearson’s product–moment correlation coefficient was calculated between the vector pairs.

The average eyeISC for each individual was first estimated by calculating the mean eyeISC between that subject and all other individuals adopting the same perspective. We then performed t-tests for each time window to reveal the time bins where eyeISC differed statistically significantly between the groups assuming different perspectives. Furthermore, we tested whether the within-perspective eyeISC differed from the across-perspective eyeISC using the Mantel test (see description in the Classifying participants with same vs. different perspectives from the ISC matrices section), and whether the groups could be classified based on the eyeISC matrices calculated over the whole experiment using a kNN classifier with odd values of k from 1 to 31. The classification accuracy was then compared with distributions of 100,000 random classifications for each k-value. Additionally, we used a linear support vector machine SVM classifier based on the pairwise Euclidean distance of the subjects’ standardized (Z-scored) fixation heatmaps to test whether gaze distribution over the movie would predict the adopted perspective. Finally, a similar classification was performed in 2-s sliding windows with 0.1-s hops between windows to reveal the scenes that contained maximum gaze information regarding the participants’ perspectives.

Predicting cerebral ISC with eyeISC

To quantify the relationship between inter-subject synchronization of eye gaze and brain activity, we computed moment-by-moment ISC of brain activity by calculating the average ISC for each acquired EPI using a 10-sample (20 s) sliding window. The eyeISC time courses were then aligned with the middle samples of the cerebral ISC windows, and the hemodynamic lag was accounted for with a single gamma function (delay 6 s). Finally, the correlations between aligned eyeISC time courses and the voxel-wise ISC time courses were calculated.

The null distribution for the eyeISC time course vs. ISC time course comparison was obtained by correlating the ISC time courses with a surrogate version of the eyeISC time courses using bootstrap resampling (circular shifting by at least five samples). Therefore, any observed synchrony in the null distribution between ISC and eyeISC circularly-shifted time courses should be false positives. We built the null distribution based on the procedure implemented in the ISC toolbox for statistical testing; the method has been demonstrated to be appropriate for fMRI data (Pajula et al., 2012). We estimated the null distribution through 1,000,000 circular shifts and corrected the resulting p-values using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction with an independence or positive dependence assumption (q = 0.05). Finally, a similar analysis was performed on the classification-accuracy time courses to examine whether the eye-gaze classification accuracy was correlated with the brain-activity classification accuracy.

Results

Subjective ratings and eye-gaze recordings

The subjects in Experiment 1 reported paying more attention to task-relevant features during both perspectives ($t(19) = 19.58, p = 4.7 \times 10^{-14}$, $\eta^2_p = 0.95$ for the detective and $t(19) = 11.26, p = 7.5 \times 10^{-10}$, $\eta^2_p = 0.87$ for the decorator condition, Fig. 2A). The mean difference scores for attention to task-relevant vs. task-irrelevant features were 2.78 for the detective and 2.48 for the decorator perspective (n.s.; $t(19) = 1.74, p = 0.10$, $\eta^2_p = 0.14$). Participants reported assuming both perspectives equally easily, ($t(19) = 0.93, p = 0.36$, $M_{\text{detective}} = 3.25, M_{\text{decorator}} = 3.50$, Fig. 2B).

In their freeform accounts of perceptive-taking strategies that we transcribed by counting the perspective-relevant and perspective-
irrelevant details in the answers, the subjects reported behaving in a perspective-relevant manner ($p = 3.43 \times 10^{-15}$, Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test against uniform distribution). When assuming the detective perspective, the subjects mentioned most often trying to assess the motives of the characters (8/20), by analyzing what the characters said (6/20), and by reading their facial expressions (6/20). Other things mentioned were looking for unusual behavior or things and assessing the emotional states and personality traits (e.g. tension, nervousness, aggression, and impulse control) of the characters.

In turn, while assuming the decorator perspective, the participants reported most often thinking of ways to improve the interiors/exterior depicted in the clip (6/20), as well as focusing on the background (5/20) and colors of the houses and furnishings (5/20). Subjects also reported trying to obtain a general impression of the surroundings (e.g. general design, 3; general garden condition, 3; and style, 3) and focusing more on the details (e.g. details, 3; decorations, 3; and furniture, 2). Three subjects reported having actively tried to ignore people, conversations and/or the entire plot of the video during the decorator perspective.

The answers to the question about what specific details the subjects found important for each perspective in Experiment 2 yielded similar results although the examples given by the participants were more specific. For example, for the detective perspective, the subjects mentioned specific people and events in the movie (e.g. specific suspicious characters, police arresting a person, and discussion about a murder), while for the decorator perspective they reported details about the interiors and yards (e.g. condition of plants in the gardens and style of the furniture and decorations).

Eye movement analysis in Experiment 1 revealed that the detective (‘social’) perspective biased fixations toward the center of the screen where the actors were typically shown, whereas the decorator (‘non-social’) perspective biased fixations toward the edges of the screen where the interiors/exterior were visible (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, participants made significantly shorter saccades and longer fixations during the detective than the decorator perspective (Fig. 3B). Inter-subject synchronization of eye movements (eyeISC) was significantly stronger during the detective than the decorator perspective (Fig. 3C). Crucially, the difference in the strength of eyeISC between the detective vs. decorator perspectives was significant only after the opening credits, which contained no task-relevant information (see the beginning of the time courses in Fig. 3C). Although the eye-movement parameters (i.e. saccade length and fixation duration) between the perspectives were statistically different, both classification approaches and the Mantel test based on the eyeISC matrices failed to separate the subjects based on the perspectives they had taken in 97% of the time windows as well as in the analysis based on the fixation heatmaps of the entire experiment, thus suggesting that the locations of the fixations were too similar across perspectives to allow successful classification.

The results of the eye-gaze analyses were similar in Experiment 2 where the eye gaze was recorded during fMRI scanning and in Experiment 1 where the eye gaze was recorded outside the scanner. The contrast of fixation distributions across perspectives showed a similar pattern of increased visual sampling of the background in the decorator perspective and increased sampling of the middle area of the screen in the detective perspective. Furthermore, the time courses of eyeISC were highly correlated between the two datasets ($r = 0.64$ for detective, $r = 0.63$ for decorator; Figs. 3D and E).

Inter-subject synchronization of brain activity

During both perspective-taking conditions, brain activity was synchronized across participants in sensory and associative regions (Fig. 4). Synchrony was strongest in the visual and auditory projection cortices although reliable synchronization was also observed in the parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices. These brain areas were also synchronized between individuals taking different perspectives (i.e., over pairs where one subject was assuming the detective and the other the decorator perspective). The results were replicable in Experiments 1 and 2 analyzed separately, and therefore data from the two experiments were pooled.

Taking the detective vs. decorator perspectives increased inter-subject synchronization in several brain areas, including the lateral and medial occipital, posterior parietal and ventral temporal regions, as well as in the superior temporal sulcus, parts of the superior temporal gyrus, and the temporoparietal junction (Fig. 5). Moreover, the lateral occipital, inferior temporal, and posterior parietal cortical regions showed significantly higher ISC in subject pairs assuming the same perspective than in pairs assuming different perspectives (Fig. 6). Therefore, we could predict the correct perspective of the left-out subjects based on the ISC with a significantly above-chance accuracy in these higher-order areas ($kNN: p < 0.001$, uncorrected, corresponding to classification accuracies of 63.6–68.2% in joint analysis of Experiments 1 and 2, 67.7%–72.5% in Experiment 1, and 73.1%–76.9% in Experiment 2. Exact accuracy depends on the selected value of k. Only areas where accuracy was significant with at least half of the values of k are presented; Mantel test: $q = 0.05$, FDR corrected). Table 1 lists the coordinates of the voxels showing the greatest difference between within- vs. across-perspective ISC for each brain area.

The results of analogous analyses performed separately for Experiments 1 and 2 yielded concordant results. The differences in ISC between the detective vs. decorator perspectives were located in similar brain regions in both experiments but due to lower statistical power the areas showing higher ISC in the detective than the decorator condition were smaller than in the joint analysis of the experiments (Fig. 5B). A small region in the junction of the ventral anterior cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex showed a small but statistically significant effect in the opposite direction, but the effect was not robust enough to appear in either experiment alone. The classification analysis revealed consistently overlapping regions of ventral and dorsal stream areas in both experiments (Fig. 6B).

While both eye-gaze patterns and brain activity were significantly affected by the perspective-taking task, the eye-gaze patterns consistently predicted neither the ISC of brain activity nor the classification accuracy based on the brain data.

Discussion

We show, for the first time, that different individuals’ fMRI signals synchronize when the individuals assume a similar psychological perspective while viewing a movie. We further demonstrate that such perspective taking is accompanied by changes in the selection of visual information as indexed by eye-gaze patterns during movie viewing.
The observed inter-subject synchronization of brain activity was stronger in LOC and VTC participating in higher-order visual processing and in PPC having an important role in top-down allocation of attention (Corbetta and Schulman, 2002) when the subjects were assuming same vs. different perspectives toward the movie. Even though taking the detective vs. decorator perspectives increased synchronization also in the early visual cortical regions, ISC in these regions did not allow predicting which perspective the participants were taking. Rather, only the activity beyond the early visual areas in ventral and dorsal visual stream brain areas, including the parahippocampal gyrus, lateral occipital cortex and posterior parietal cortex, contained sufficient information for accurate classification. Critically, we observed concordant results in Experiments 1 and 2 involving the same design but with different subjects and scanners. While the brain areas found to be sensitive to perspective taking in the two experiments did not overlap completely (likely due to different scanners and individual variability in locations of functional brain regions) the overall effects were very similar (see Figs. 5 and 6). Thus, the effects were replicable and highly consistent across participants.

**ISC reflects similarity of perspective beyond visual sampling**

The increased within- vs. across-perspective ISC in the ventral and dorsal streams are unlikely to be accounted for by the eye-gaze patterns for the following reasons. Both eye gaze and early visual responses during the decorator perspective were consistently less similar calculated in both sliding windows and over the entire experiment compared with both (i) pairs where both participants were taking the detective perspective and (ii) pairs taking dissimilar perspectives. Recent evidence also indicates that neural responses in the ventral stream are largely invariant to eye movements (Nishimoto et al., 2013) and that activity in the posterior parietal cortex is poorly predicted by gaze during natural viewing (Salmi et al., 2014). Thus, the higher within- vs. across-perspective ISC in the dorsal and ventral streams may constitute a

**Fig. 3.** Eye movement patterns. A: The subtraction heatmap (T-scores, unthresholded) shows regions receiving more fixations during the detective (yellow to red) and decorator (turquoise to blue) perspectives. Heatmaps were computed over the entire experiment and are overlaid on a sketch of a representative frame of the movie. B: Saccades were longer during the decorator perspective and fixations during the detective perspective. C: Time courses of inter-subject synchronization (±95% confidence interval) of gaze position within perspectives (red and blue) and across perspectives (black dashed line). Vertical bars indicate time intervals with significantly different eyeISCs across conditions. Opening credits are indicated by gray striped background. D and E: Scatter plots of eye ISC across time windows in Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2 in the detective and decorator perspectives. The red dashed line indicates the region where eyeISC_{Exp1} = eyeISC_{Exp2}.
part of the neural substrate for psychological perspective-taking that guides task-specific perception of the movie scene independent from gaze location.

In addition to the higher-order visual areas, ISC was increased during the detective vs. decorator perspectives also in the superior temporal sulcus and the adjoining temporoparietal junction that play important roles in social cognition (Allison et al., 2000; Lahnakoski et al., 2012a; Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009) and speech processing in particular (Boldt et al., 2013; Lahnakoski et al., 2012b). However, this effect was relatively small compared with the effects in the visual regions which may be, in part, explained by the difficulty of ignoring task-irrelevant social information, particularly the speech.

Receptive fields of sensory cortical neurons act as rapidly changing dynamic filters whose response gain and feature selectivity may be modulated by attention to task-relevant features (Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Jääskeläinen et al., 2011). For example, attention to visual features, such as motion and color, modulates the response amplitudes in several extrastriate visual areas (Chawla et al., 1999). Analogous perspective—such as motion and color, modulates the response amplitudes in several regions re-areas exhibiting higher within- vs. across-perspective ISC in Fig. 6. Abbreviations: LOC — lateral occipital cortex, MOC — medial occipital cortex, Pcu — precuneus, PPC/IPS — posterior parietal cortex/intra-parietal sulcus, STG/STS — superior temporal sulcus, vACC/OFC — ventral anterior cingulate cortex/orbitofrontal cortex, VTC — ventral temporal cortex. B) Areas showing higher ISC in Experiment 1 (red), Experiment 2 (blue) or in both experiments (yellow). White outlines indicate the results from panel A.

Functions of brain areas participating in the tasks

Significant perspective-dependent ISC in the posterior parietal cortical regions accords well with prior studies showing the activation of these regions during maintenance of a cognitive task set (Corbetta and Schulman, 2002; Esterman et al., 2009; Wager et al., 2004). This proposal is further supported by our behavioral data indicating that subjects adopting similar rather than dissimilar perspectives attended to more similar objects and events in the movie, which has likely increased the ISC in the PPC.
perceptual schema-representations (Bar, 2009), and similar attentional modulations have been reported also when attention is not explicitly directed to the particular categories but rather to other features of the image (e.g., moving vs. stationary pictures of faces and houses; O’Craven et al., 1999).

Our results reveal that also higher-level perspective taking tasks synchronize the activation time courses across participants in the dorsal and ventral visual streams, suggesting that naturalistic experimental paradigms can provide a valid way to probe complex cognitive processes in real-life-like experimental conditions.

To further address the brain basis of psychological perspective taking, future work should address how the function of the brain regions revealed here differ between a ‘true’ psychological perspective taking task compared, for example, with explicit attention to people vs. objects and places during naturalistic stimulation. It will also be of interest to characterize how the functional network structure between brain areas changes during different tasks.

Effects of perspective taking on eye gaze

Even though we could not classify the subjects’ perspective based on the eye movement data alone, the eye gaze patterns were more synchronous in the detective than the decorator perspective. Such a result accords with prior behavioral work on perspective-driven text and scene processing, which have consistently found that some perspectives produce larger effects than others, possibly due to task constraints or the number of items relevant for each perspective (Anderson and Pichert, 1978; Kaakinen and Hyönä, 2008). Subjects probably also have more overlapping prototypical knowledge on some perspectives than others (Kaakinen and Hyönä, 2008), which may increase the similarity of interpretation of the scenes and the associated brain activity. Additionally, the gaze differences across perspectives may be related to different processing modes of the visual scenes. The eye-gaze patterns, with longer fixations and shorter saccades during the detective than the decorator perspective and vice versa, suggested that during the detective perspective the subjects adopted a focal and during the decorator perspective an ambient processing mode (Pannasch and Velichkovsky, 2009).

Methodological remark

Viewing the same video naturally elicits robust inter-subject correlation in wide cortical regions even when the subjects are focusing on different aspects of the video (see bottom panel of Fig. 4). To reveal genuine perspective-driven ISC modulations, we reduced the between-subjects variance by using a fully counterbalanced within-subjects design. In general, the effects of the perspective-taking task were larger during the first viewing. However, some effects were reversed during the second viewing, thus suggesting that these effects were not related to perspective taking and were rather reflecting inherent group differences.

Conclusions

Our results, replicated in two experiments on independent subject groups, demonstrate that sharing a psychological perspective with
others is reflected in increased inter-subject brain synchrony in the posterior parietal, lateral occipital, and ventral temporal regions. This perspective-driven enhancement of inter-subject synchronization of brain activity likely reflects the similarity of the mental states of individuals rather than the similarity of sensory input. Importantly, the synchrony in these brain regions could be an important mechanism supporting maintenance of similar psychological perspectives across individuals, and ultimately supporting mutual understanding of the shared environment.
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Appendix A

Instructions for inducing the perspectives

Social perspective (forensic detective): “Next we will show you a short movie. One of the individuals depicted in the movie is guilty of homicide. While watching the movie, your task is to assume the role of a forensic detective. Your task is to evaluate which persons act suspiciously and could be potential suspects for murder. Be prepared to answer questions related to the movie after the experiment”.

Non-social perspective (interior decorator): “Next we will show you a short movie. The exteriors and interiors of the houses depicted in the movie need improvement. While watching the movie, your task is to improve the design of the exterior and interior of the houses for the across-perspective ISC comparisons, Marita Kattelus and Heini Heikkinen for their help with data acquisition, as well as our participants for making this study possible.
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